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After the continuous rise of the

global FAO Food Price Index

over the last twelve months ,

June marks the first time in a

year of average global food

prices decreasing . They 're still

25 percent pricier than the

2014-2016 average , on which

the index baseline of 100 points

is calculated , and 33 percent

higher than in June 2020 .

With nearly ten percent , the

biggest drop can be attributed

to the vegetable oil sector ,

reflecting lower prices for palm

oil due to prospective seasonal

production increase and lower

import demand . The latter is

also responsible for an increase

in sunflower and soyoil prices .

The soyoil demand in particular

was influenced by the lower-

than-expected uptake in

biodiesel during the month of

June .
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For cereals , maize prices

throughout Latin America and

the US fell due to better-than-

expected harvests . A favorable

global production outlook in

many key producers of barley ,

sorghum and wheat managed

to outweigh the potential

uptick in prices due to the dry

conditions in North America .

Speculation about whether the

disruptions of the coronavirus

pandemic would drive up food

prices have been abound , but

due to the COVID-related

economic downturn and falling

out-of-house demand , they

actually decreased at the start

of 2020 , reaching a low one

year ago . According to the U .N . ,

falling mineral oil prices also

factored into the initial

deterioration of food prices as

many alternative fuels , which

are made out of food stocks ,

saw demand fall . As the crisis

wore on and some countries

reopened at least temporarily ,

global demand and prices

started to pick up again in the

summer of 2020 .

http://www.fao.org/worldfoodsituation/foodpricesindex/en/
https://www.statista.com/topics/6079/global-palm-oil-industry/
https://www.un.org/africarenewal/news/coronavirus/world-food-prices-drop-march-due-covid-19-and-oil
https://www.newfoodmagazine.com/news/115697/global-food-prices-rise-in-july-amidst-revived-global-import-demand/#:~:text=Global%20food%20prices%20rise%20in%20July%20amidst%20%E2%80%9Crevived%20global%20import%20demand%E2%80%9D&text=The%20FAO%20Food%20Price%20Index,10%20percent%20compared%20to%202019.
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